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It also deals with a very small world of nanotechnology, measured in nanometers, or one-billionth of a meter. Credit for the basic concepts behind nanotechnology goes to physicist Richard Feynman, who gave a lecture in 1959 proposing how to develop tools that can directly manipulate atoms and molecules. The term itself was first made
in a different context in the 1970s, but was redefined by K. Eric Drexler in the mid-80s and applied to technology that could do what Feynman proposed. Drexler also explored the impact of nanotechnology, from manufacturing to medicine, and discussed the potential dangers of technology. From the late 1980s to the present,
nanotechnology is increasingly creeping into both science fiction and reality. In the Star Trek universe, nanotechnology is a core borg tool used to antize individuals and repair injuries. In me, the character of a robot, Will Smith's cop, quickly recognizes Nanite's container (another name for nanomachine or nanobot), meaning that nanite is
widely used and well known. And in Terminator 3: The Rise of the Machine, nanotechnology is part of the Arsenal of Model T-X Terminators that california governors must protect John Connor. All of these examples deal with nanotechnology in the original sense of Drexler, a machine that can control individual atoms and molecules. In the
real world, the definition has been changed to include any technology in the range of 1 to 100 nanometers with new properties. The changed definition covers categories of materials that badly require a name. Because of quantum mechanics, the behavior of many substances changes when they come in small parts or when atoms are
arranged differently. And it is useful to have some way to refer to nanoscale materials as a group. Carbon nanotubes, which are nanotechnology stars, fall under a newer definition. Individual tubes with a diameter of only 1-5 nanometers essentially have a carbon sheet one atom thick rolling into the cylinder. Strands are 100 times stronger
than steel, one-sixth the weight and 20% of flexibility. It holds more heat than copper and can carry charge at twice the speed of silicon circuits. They are also the front-runners to build space elevators, much more efficient power cables, a new generation of computer chips and significantly improved armor for the military. Nanotechnology
described by this broader definition has already appeared in consumer products, from transparent sunscreen to dirty repellent clothing. But there are also very different types waiting in the wings. To distinguish his original vision from mere nanoscale techniques, Drexler created the terms molecular nanotechnology and molecular
manufacturing. The underlying conceit is that machines built at the molecular scale and modeled for what nature uses for tasks such as protein assemblies can build anything. Drexler's new term is actuallyEach other. Carbon nanotubes, for example, are notoriously reliably manufactured in large quantities. Molecular manufacturing will
solve the problem. It is not clear how long it will take molecular nanotechnology to move from concept to reality, but there are already several primitive nanomachinees: switches of about 1.5 nanometers that count specific types of molecules in chemical samples. This more basic kind of nanotechnology has far more impact than the path
for nanotechnology today. It's one extreme doomsday scenario: self-replicating nanobots escape the lab, multiply explosively and turn the world into a mass of grey goo. Drexler and other researchers argue that the scenario is highly unlikely. (Pew! Probably, nanobots are likely helping in areas such as medicine and manufacturing.) Small
medical robots may drive out and destroy cancer cells, clean plaques from arteries, bone healing, and more. The production of nanobots can build unthinkable products by assembling molecules at once. But in some of these capacities, nanobots could replace people. It seems to make the economic impact more immediate a worry than
the grey goo. Above all, nanotechnology shows Clark's Third Law: sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic. But given some researchers' argument that molecular manufacturing is impossible, he is almost certainly right when not only Clark's first and second laws, but also physicist and science fiction writer Gregory
Benford's Calories against Clark's Third Law: The First Law: A Prominent but Elderly Scientist is describing that something is possible. He is probably very wrong when he states that something is impossible. The second law: the only way to discover possible limits is to venture a little way past them impossible. And finally, Benford's
calories: technology that doesn't look magical is going poorly. Details.
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